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EXP�RY FAcroRS IN THE EXPORI' PERFORMANCE 
OF CANADIAN ELECI'RONICS FIRMS: AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

A better understanding of international marketing performances of exporting 
firms is vital. This study reports which firm internal factors help to 
explain the- export performance (export level and export growth) of Canadian 
eletronics firms. 

Introduction 

The export performance of electronic firms in Canada is the_central topic 
of this research. l The successful export of finished products is important 
for two reasons: first, for the firm( exporting is one route to survival and 
growth in an increasingly international marketplace; and second, for Canada, 
exports are vital to correct this country's strong negative trade balance in 
manufactured goods. A better understanding of the export i;:ierformance of the 
firm and factors that influence i;:ierformance is ·therefore critical. 

It is hypothesized that the export i;:ierformance of a firm is a function of 
variables desc ribing the firm and its management (fi rm internal 
characteristics). 

Factors that are external to the firm (for example, conditions in 
national and international economies), and that are usually included in 
economic analysis of export i;:ierformance, are not part of this research. Such 
external characteristics have not explained export performance at the firm 
level in the past (Hirsch 1971); (Cavusgil 1976). Consequently, this study 
focuses strictly on the impact of firm and m?l-nagerial variables on export 
results. 

The proposed research was triggered by a numb-er of recent micro-level 
studies of export performance and export behavior of the firm. (Appendix A 
lists 25 empr ical studies surveyed for this reseach). All of these studies 
have one aspect in common: they attempt to explain export performance 
primarily by means of factors found within the firm and not by t.�e economic 
determinants usually used by economists. The"Se" firm-indigenous factors are 
based on theories of the behavior of the firm, as proposed by Cyert and March 
(1963). In all these micro-studies the assumption of economic rationality; 
i.e., a predetermined reaction to supply and demand, has been removed as the 
central determinant of export performance. Instead, other factors, often 
originating from non-economic areas (for example, attitudes, aspirations, 
i;:ierceptions) are included as essential determinants. 

1This research has been supported by a grant under the Technological 
Innovation Studies Program, ITC, Ottawa. The findings reported are part of 
the dissertation research of the above author. 
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The current research is consistent with recent investigations. Possible 
organizational determinants of firms' export performance are sought and 
empirically tested. 

Another reason for undertaking this study is that heavy exporting firms 
as represe nted by Canadian e le ctronics firm s, in contrast to MNCs 
( multinational corporations) and simple exporters ( exporting only a small 
proportion of their output) (Cavusgil, 1976) represent an important but 
neglected research. area. In general, firms that are not MNCs but export the 
major part of their output are a class of firm that has been rarely considered 
in the international marketing literaturee Little is known about such 
companies individually or as· a group. 

Export Performance Reseach 

No generally accepted concept or theory is as yet established which 
relates firm internal factors to export performance. Therefore, a review of 
the literature was undertaken in order to identify managerial and other firm 
characteristics that are related to and influence a firm's export performance. 
The literature surveyed consists primarily of empirical studies of export. 
performance and· export behavior of the firm. It represents the existing 
findings and conclusions concerned with the relationship between export 
performance and firm internal factorso A total of 25 empirical studies (see 
Appendix A) were reviewed as well as other articles dealing with the area of 
reseach. 

The survey revealed a seemingly endless number of variables that· 
determine export performance. These variables fall into five categories: 

1. Firm demographics (size, age of firm; export experience; ownership). 
(Cavusgil 1976; Daniels and Goyburo 1976-7; Fenwick and Amine 1979; 

Hirsch 1971; McDougal and Stening 1975) • 

2. Managerial perceptions of market conditions ( intentions re. direct 
foreign investment; competitive conditions; severity of extX'rt barriers; 
Canadian and foreign market potentials). (Abdel-Malek 1974; Fenwick and 
Amine 1979; Kacker 1975-6; Khan 1978; McGuiness 1978; Neide� 1965). 

3. Differential advantage of the firm (product-, price-, distribution - and 
promotion advantage; presence of export policy constraints). (Cavusgil 
1976; Daniels and Goyburo 1976-7; Hirsch 1971; Kacker 1975-6; Khan 1978; 
McGuiness 1978; Philpot 1975). 

4. Export support activities (planning; marketing research; use of external 
information sources; foreign vis its; R&D spending). (Cavusgil 1976; 
Cunningham and Spigel 1971; Fenwick and Amine 1979; Hirsch 1971; Hunt 
1969; Khan 1978; McDougal and St�ning 1975; McGuiness 1978; Neidell 1965� 
Philpot 1975). 

-

5. Goals and aspirations (export expectations; corporate growth goals; 
. corporate goals re. security of investments). (Abdel-Malek 1974; Bilkey 

and Tesar 1977; Daniels and Goyburo 1976-7; Kizelbach and M aile 1977; 
Neidell 1965; Simpson and Kujawa 1974). 
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T h e  above variables were used as descriptors to explain export 
performance because (a) the selected factors are more immediately connected to 
export performance and (b) selected behavioral measures have been found to be 
important in explaining performance variations. 

The Performance Indicators: Export Level and Export Growth 

Export Level (percent of total sales exi;::orted) is generally used as th� 
criterion of performance in studies that focus on export performance, 
primarily because of its ease of measurement, its relationship with Bilkey's 
stage model (Bilkey, 1977), (Bilkey and Tesar, 1977), and its direct 
expression of the overall importance of exports to the firm. Some researchers 
have questioned the use of export level as the only indicator of performance 
(Cunningham and Spigel, 1971), (Fenwick and Amine, 1979), (Hirsch, 1971). 
Research which attempts to identify significant influences of export 
performance solely by relating firm internal factors to export level might 
result in deductions and theoretical and empirical interpretations that are 
too narrow. 

In this research, export perfornce is measured as export level and export 
growth (percent growth in export sales over the last 3 years). Export growth 
is chosen because it is a dynamic indicator of export performance. The two 
performance measures, because of their analogy with firm size and firm growth, 
were expected to be fairly independent measures of export performance. Firm 
size and firm growth have been found to be consistently unrelated in empirical 
research (Barna, 1962), (Singh and Whittington, 1968), (Marris and Wood, 
1971) , (Slater in Penrose, 1980) , (Penrose, 1980) • 

Table 1 represents a summary of the export performance relationship 
investigated in this research. 

Table 1 

EXPORl' PERFORMANCE: THE CURRENT RF.S:EARCH E'RAMEW:lRK 

txport per foraano• : f j.anagaria.l 1 (perce t ved ) eerlcet· l 
(growth and lovol) i_:•rioaloa ond fir• pero aet • r.:J 

Export _ 

perfC1raanC1 e - f 
[differanti•l 1d v . •perceived ••rlc•

J 
export 1upport 1 1truotur• 
oapirational -fir• pareaotara 

expootat ion 

Thie oonoept ia beaed on the 1ur v•y•d r•l•tionahipa 1nd th• 
identification or those blooka or vari•bl•• that •r• •ore i•••diately aonneoted to export perfor••noa. 

2an1y two of the studies surveyed attempted to expand export performance 
beyond export level (Fenwick and Amine, 1979), (Khan, 1978). 
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Research Statements 

The following research statements were investigated 

Export level and export growth are fairly independent measures of export 
performance. 

The sets of determinants for the two measures of export performance are 
different. 

3. variations in export performance are explained by firm and managerial 
variables fran the selected blocks of variables. 

Sample and Research Method 

Managers in a total of 142 firms in the Canadian electronics industry 
were personally interviewed to obtain data on export strategies and 
performance. A single industry was chosen in order to control for industry 
differences. The electronics industry provided an ideal setting for the 
study: many small-to-medium sized firms, who were heavily engaged in the 
export of moderate-to-high technology products (Source: ITC, 1980). 

Initially, 269 firms were contacted by mail and asked to participate in 
the study. A total of 192 firms replied (70.6%), which, following screening 
for appropriateness, was reduced to 146 firms. Those firms finally 
interviewed represented 43% of the total numl:er of canadian electronics firms 
and an estimated 60% of output (industrial: goods only). 

The average firm in the eventual sample had annual sales of $18.5 
million, and exported 46% of its output. Of these exports, on average 53% was 
destined to the nearest neighbor (the U.S.) and 47% to other countri�s. The 
median number of employees per firm was approximately 100; the median age of 
the firm about 15 years; and almost 60% of the firms had 10 years or less 
export experience. One third of the finns were foreign-owned. 

For those firm and managerial variables that could not be measured 
directly multi-item measures were used. This permitted the establishment of a 
reliability indicator (Cronbach's coefficient alpha). The results indicated 
that the measures had a satisfactory high level of reliab�li ty or internal 
consistency (mean alpha = 0. 804; range fran 0. 666 to 0. 907). 

The focus of the analysis is to determine how well the firm and 
managerial variables account for variations in export performance for the 
firms under investigation (simple correlation and multiple regression). 
Identification of differences in descriptor variables between high and low. 
export perfornces is also part of the analysis. For such a task the firms are 
classified into groups of high or low export performers, based on their export 
level and growth (each performance measure taken one at a time) (one way 

3with reference to Peter (1981) a reliability coefficient of 0.5 to 0.6 
is adquate to establish reliability measures for perceptual variables for 
research in early stages of developnent. 

, 

.. 

, 
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ANOVA, two group discriminant analysis, MANOVA). Further, because the two 
measures of export performance are not necessarily correlated, the study of 
firms that perform high or low on l:oth measures simultaneously will help to 
shed light on those firm and managerial variables that are associated with 
J:oth measures of performance (one way M:"JOVA, two group discriminant analysis, 
MANOVA). 

Results and Discussion 

1. Export growth and export level are independent measures of export 
performance. 

As expected, export growth and export level were not significantly 
correlated. The simple Pearson correlation (0.105) and the Spearman 
correlation (a non-parametric method; 0.108) were both non-significant. In 
another step a firm's total share of the combined exports of the industry was 
related to export growth of the firm and the correlation was also found to be 
non-significant. 

2. The sets of determinants differ for the two measures of export 
performance. 

The two mesures of performance have, for the most part, quite different 
sets of determinants. Researchers in the past have perhaps been too 
constrained in trying to explain export performance (and hence export 
behavior) by looking only at export level, ignoring research or theoretical 
implications based on factors leading to export growth. The determinants for 
export level and export growth differed. Firstly, the set of determinants for 
export level was not the same as the set that explained export growth. 
Secondly, the direction of impact was reversed f_or some of the determinants. 
The sets of determinants and their influence will be discussed below . 

3. Export performance as measured by export growt an export eve is 
fairly well explained by the firm and managerial variables. 

Export performance variations can be explained to a significant degree by 
differences in firm and managerial variables. A significant relationship was 
found between some firm parameters, perceptions of the market place, 
differential marketing mix advantages, export support activities, managerial 
export expectations and goal aspirations on the one hand, and export growth 
and export level on the·other. 

The multiple regression analysis showed that seven of the firm and 
managerial variables explained 30.0% of the variation in export grow"i11, while 
eleven variables explained 54.3% of the variation in export level. Export 
level was particularly well explained. 11Polar extreme performer" groups 
differed significantly on eight determinants in a two-group discriminant 
analysis. The discriminant function correctly classified over 90% of all 

4E:xport growth: 
Export level: 

�dj = 30.0%; Fregr. = 8. 95; F.OOl = 3.71 
�dj = 54.3%; Fregr. = 15. 90; F.OOl = 3.06 
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cases.5 Table 2 summarized the impact of firm and managerial variables on 
export growth and level. (See also Appendix B which lists all firm and 
managerial variables that impact on the export performance �asures) . 

Table 2 

MAJOR DErERMINAN.l'S OF THE TWJ MEASURES OF EXPORT PERFORMANCE 

ontrepre
n""1'ia1 
n ... 
par•eters 

teetnical 
neeUenee 

geel 
aapiratiane 

• yol.llCI firs b,'" 
• l1ttls nl'Qrt """"' iencab 
- .... u ... ri.,.I> 
- 1- likely ta be foreign 

.� 
• wiUln!j to caneide ort°,'" 

• hiqh R& 0 b,'" 
- differential. prod..., t 

odv .. tagJ> ,11 

- high e1!fporat" 
gllti.sb ... 

b: b ivariata siqnificarms 
,... i ll'iultivariate !li�iftcance 

poaitive 
export 
morket 
percept ions 

high 

eQrtsarvat ive 
firiw 
ractars 

- ..... r .... Can. null'ket pot
tial b,m 

c s"s export batt>iers aa 
............ ta111,,b ... 

... seas cmpetitian at a low 
1 ..... 1 b •'" 

- """" high foreign market 
potential. b ," 

• nigh ox port GX!>""tat ions 
that exporting will l'lelp 
to :each corporate gaaJ.sb ,111 

... ccnsiderlble mcpert mcpar
i.,.,..a" 

"" neqative C"elatianship .,,ith 
direct roreiqn in¥Htr1ent 
intentions 

Ba1u1'u Remhu first. qral.4! of det5fntimmts is maat significmt in l!'Kplaininq pe'!'famenea 
veiatian; fol!o,.irq q""ups (bo•dl!) U9 also •igntflcant but l ... s "" thl!ln tho 
First. 

The general conclusion is that export growth, the dynamic indicator of. 
export performance, is related to an entrepreneurial mode of operation which 
is characterized by: a} being young, b) keeping all international marketing 
options open (note the positive relationship between export growth and the 
consideration given to direct foreign investment to replace direct exporting) , 

·c) pursuing strong R & D efforts (resulting in a perceived product advantage) 
and d} having high aspirations for corporate goals (see Figure 1). 

5The results of correlational analysis, t-tests and discriminant analyses 
are quite consistent, i.e., variables that differ between high and low export 
performance groups are virtually identical to those that explain export 
performance in the correlation analyses. 
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Figure 1 

EXPORI' GROm'l1 INFLUENCES 

Entrepreneurial Mode 

Entrepreneurial 
firm parameters 

High aspiration 
(eorporate goals) 

One might speculate that a younger firm is more entrepreneurial and has 
not yet moved into the "caretaker" mode. This is supported by the posi"tive 
relationship between entrepreneurship and the consideration of direct foreign 
investment. Entrepreneurial firms are willing to consider any possible 
international marketing option. 

The counterargument to this is that young firms are also small and that 
small firms grow faster because they start from a smaller base. But this is 
not ·supported by the findings. The results showed that size and overall 
growth (growth in sales in domestic and foreign markets) are not related 
(actual correlation coefficient was -0.066 and not significant). The 
conclusion is tha t  it is not so much size or youth but the entrepreneurial 
spirit that makes sane firms grCM rrore quickly in the area of exporting . 

· 

A high export level is primarily related to: a) positively perceived 
conditions in foreign markets (more specifically, negatively perceived market 
p:>tentials in Canadian markets, a low level of export barriers and competitive 
situation, and high perceived foreign market potentials); b) high export 
expectations; tha t  is, the expectation tha t  exporting will contribute 
positively to reaching corporate goals and c) a more conserva tive mode of 
operation, as manifested by more export experience and little consideration of 
other international marketing approaches (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2 

EXPORI' LEVEL INFLUENCES 

high expore level 

po•itive export market 
pereaptiona 

eonservative firm 

The basfs-for the significant connection between high export level and a 
positive perception of expo�t market potentials, in conjunction with high 
export expectations, seems self-evident. Export level is an indication of a 
firm's reliance on foreign markets. It therefore comes as no surprise that 
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p::>sitive foreign market perceptions and export expectations, on the one hand, 
and high export levels on the other, are highly related. 

One might conclude that "high g row th" firms are at an early stage of 
their export life cycle and that "high level" firms are at a later stagee The 
latter are more experienced exporterso But there may be some objections to 
this argument because of the nature of high "polar extreme performers11• Such 
firms are by definition "high growth" firms and also have a high export level. \) 
The most significant determinant distinguishing high from low "polar extreme 
performers" is their youth. Th_is result considerably weakens the argument 
tha t  high export level firms are generally in a more mature stage of their 
export life cycle. It only seems to hold for those firms that have reached a 
high export level with exp'.)rt growth below the mediane The importance of an 
entrepreneurial role of operation for overall high export performance appears, 
therefore, to be supported. 

High "polar extreme performer" firms, besides being younger, mostly 
distinguish themselves from low "polar extreme performer" firms by their high 
export expectations, low perceived canadian market p.::>tentials, and high export 
marketing planning efforts (see also Appendix B). 

Export suppo r t  activi ties (expor t  marketing planning 1 export marketing 
research, the use of external information sources, the extent of foreign 
visits) were all found to be significantly related to export performance on a 
one to one level. These support activities had no significant influence in 
the multivariate regressions. This suggests that the major influence of these 
activities is through other IIDre direct determinants. 

In the case of expor t  g rowth the impact of suppor t  activities can be 
traced through their posi tive relationship with high R & D ef-forts and the 
presence of a perceived differential product advantage. Entrepreneurial firms 
tha t  are technologically agg ressive try to channel their development into 
their markets through extensive information gathering (the expo r t  support 
activities). Moreover, extensive information collection can help to fcx::us the 
technological efforts of these firms on the right export market opportunities. 

The relationship between high expor t level and high export support 
activities may have a basis in managerial behaviour. High export expectations 
trigger extensive expor t support activi ties (Cyer t and March (1963) assume 
that high expectations of a firm are one of the bases of organizational 
development and have a causual prior influence on actual development). Gcod 
knowledge of the market creates a positive perception of foreign market 
potentials. Positive perceived market conditions and high export expectations 
are bJth significantly and positively related to export. support activities. 

The findings of this research show tha t  R & D has a posi tive impact on 
bJth indicators of export performance. They also indicate that, on a general 
level, differential advantages (except for product advantage) have no impact 
on export performance. 

The importance of this industry of technological development for expJrt 
performance (expor t g rowth and export level) is clearly established by the 
impact of R & D on both performance gauges. Not surprisingly · the R & D 
effoits of firms have a critical impact on the export performance of firms of 
a high technology industry. 

t 
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On a general level the perceived differential advantages showed little 
impact on export performances; they were not very significant in explaining 
export performance. This result came as a surprise. Differential advantages 
in price, product, distribution, etc., play a major role in the attempt to 
conceptualise performance differences of firms and industries. One tentative 
suggestion as to why differential advantages do not play the expected role is 
that besides the impact of product advantage on export growth the differential 
advantages gauged in this research are not very important for performance in 
this particular industry. 

Export level was primarily explained by attitudes towards markets and 
export expectations. One could assume that the reliance on foreign markets 
(export level) is independent of possible differential advantages within this 
industry. Product advantage ( and to some degree the presence of perceived 
distribution advantage) impacted on export growth. The other relative 
differential advantages may exist but are not important in comparison to the 
product advantage for high technology firms. This conclusion is based on the 
fact that a measure of the importance of the perceived differential advantages 
(as they contribUted to the export success of a company} clearly showed that 
product advantage was more than twice as important as any of the other 
potential differential advantages. The level of importance of the other 
differential advantages·was quite low. For firms of this industry, the 
product advantage is paramount. 

Conclusions 

The general conclusions based on the results of this ieseach are: 

1. high export growth is achieved for companies that operate in a mode that 
can be defined as entrepreneurial: young and open, with technical 
prowess and high corporate goals; 

2. high export level is related to a state of mind: a positive perception 
of possibilities in export markets and high expectations that exporting 
will contrib.lte positively. to the attainment of corporate goals; 

3. export support activities (except for R & D) are not directly related to 
export. performance, but seem to play an important indirect role for both 
indicators of export performance; 

4. for firms of the selected high technology industry, R & D expenditures 
have a positive impact on both gauges of export performance; 

5. differential advantages, as defined in this research, have no specific 
strong impact on export performance ( except for the impact of product 
advantage on export growth}. It seems that in a high technology industry 
possible differential advantages are not very important for export 
performance ( except for product advantage) .  

The results show that firms that achieved high export performance were 
distinct from other firms in a number of important ways. Some of these 
characteristics were firm demo;raphics (e.g., age and export experience),  and 
are not amenable to management actions. But certain firm variables that are 
activities, which are within the control of management, were clearly 
associated with high export performance. High R & D spending, and the 
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reliance on technical prowess , was important to export performance 
(particular for exp:::>rt growth). Also, the extent of export support activities 

like export marketing planning, use of external information-sources and 
foreign visits distinguished the high performer from the low performer 
(primarily indirectly}. A t  the same time such activities were highly 

associated with an entrepreneurial approach and posi tive perception of 
potentials in foreign markets. While-no causality could be shown by the 
research, the evidence strongly suggests tha t  successful firms in export 
markets scored highly on such parameters. 
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Appendix A 

EMPIRICAL STODIFS OF EXPORr PERFOEMffi\ICE 
AND EXPORr BEHAVIOR 'AT THE FIRM LEVEL 

Country rorm of Saaple -Sub-jeat 1'\>ttor U.od Develop<!<! 

s ... pls Sim Concept rood al 

U.K. 1964 1 industry 54 f'actors for sUcceuful no no 
exporting 

U.S./Saand. 4.· industries 304 factors discr illlinetirq no no 

bet""i!n high & law 
u.s. & S:and., exporters 

U.K. 1969 1 industry 21 Jlll!aicnl!flses in exp. 111gmt. no no 

J cot.ntrias cross .. sect .. 350 factors explainirq export PLC no 

1970 per famaice 

lsrml craaa-aect. 190 tl!ehnology raators in ?\.C no 

1970 oxpartirq 

u.s. 1971 craasasect. 104 overcoming of export no no 
•(72/J2) obataclet1 

U.K. 1971 cross-sect. 48 factors for su:cess in no no 

e•partirq 

Tennessee cross-sect. 120 risk/cost perception t"eq. no no 

1972 •(S0/70) exports 

Canada - cross-sect. ua�e of govern .. export no no 
197J CB!!efi aids 

Canedo crass-aeet. 166 maneg�rial export Cyert & Morch no 
1974 •(129/37) orientations references 

Arkansas cross-sect. 227 importance in adopt- no no 
1974 ••(129/98) ing HH for exports 

Sweden internationalization stage no 
Wiedershei.nt- 1975 eaecu1 steps of 4 HNCs model 
Paul 

l'e!lot.qsll Can. Austr. cross-sect .. 182 identifying the high no no 

& Stening N.Z. 1975 performance exporters 

Philpot U.K. 1975 craaa .. sect .. 270 key factors that make for no no 
SLD:essful exportirYJ 

Kecker India cross ... eect. zo export oriented pro- no 
1975/6 doot adaptation 

Heiden U.K. 1 industry 40 export orientation: mktq. no 
1975/6 marketing.Isales concept 

Cavusg1l Wiscons1n cross-sect. 473 organizational deter- st•age r•• 
1976 <( 175/298) minants of firms, export mdel 

behev1or 

McGu1ness Canada cross-sect. 82 R & 0 impact on foreu;n diffusion yes 
1976 products sales of new products mdel 
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Daniels &: Peru cross-sect. 190 variables d1scr1minat1ng no no 
Goybura 1976/7 •(85/105) between exporters & non-

exporters 

8ilkey & Wisconsin cross-sect. 4Z3 export behav1or of stage yes 
Tesar 1977 smeller firms 111Jdel 

KizelbBBh U.S. 1977 cross-sect. 97 objectives and H"4 no no 
&: Haile ect1v1t1es of exporters 

Khsn Sweden Z industries 83 searching for factors no no 
1978 m success/fetlure 1.11 

exports 

Lee & Nebraska cross-sect. 35 export start circt.1'11- yes no 
8rasch 1978 stancu 

Wiederahe1a- Australia cross-sect. 35 pre-...export character- yes yes 
Paul et a.I. 1978 1st1cs 

fenw1ck U.K. 1979 1ndUstry 48 factors inf luencing ··- no no 
&. Amine port performance 

• The first nuizOer inchcates exporters, the second nul!Oer non-exporters .. 
The first nurrber tnd1cates exportt!rs, the second number potential exporters. 

Appendix B 

IMPAcr OF FIRM AND MANAGERIAL VARI..�LF.S CN EXPORI' PERFORMANCE 

Variable 

Siza 
.lga of fim 
Export experience 
°'"'9reni p (foreign) 

Oft intent ions 
Perceived competitive 
situation 
Perceived export 

barriers 
Perceived Canadian 
market potentials 
Perceived foreign 

market potentials 

Perceived produ:t 
advsntags 
Percsived pricing 
advantage 
Perceived distribution 
advantaqe 
Perceived promotion 
advantage 
.Obsence of export 
pal icy constraints 

Perceived export mar-
keting planning efforts 
Perceived export mar-
kntirq research efforts 
Percnived use of ex-
tern al in fomat ion 
sources 
Level of foreiCJ" visits 
R&D e fforts 

Export expectations 
Growth goals 
Set:Ul" i.t y goals 

b = bivariate results 

m = m ull ivariate results 

MFASURFS: StM-1ARY 

Export growth 

weakly negative!> 
s trangl y neqat i veb, m 
negative!> 
negativeb 

posit iveb ,m 
nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

positiv,,b,m 

nil 

positivelD 

nil 

poe it ive 

posit iveb 

nil 

""akly posltiveb 
posit iveb 
strongly positiveb,m 

poaitiveb 
pas it iveb ,m 

positiveb,m 

Impact il"1 

Export l""el 

nil 
waakly negat ivem 
positive"' 
nil 

neget iveb ,"' 

rreqativeb,m 

negat i veb , m 

strongly negativeb ,m 

poaitiveb,rn 

oosit iv,,b 

nil 

weakly posit iveb ,m 

nil 

posit iveb 

positiveb 
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